What is Internet of Things
(IoT) and how does it
impact businesses?
Internet of Things is a system of interrelated computing devices that
can transfer data over a network without the need for human
interaction. IoT has impacted our everyday lives from smart homes
and to smart cities. The number of IoT devices in use is rapidly
growing. Some forecasts suggest that by 2030, around 50 billion
IoT devices will be in use around the world.

Our complete Real-Time Location
System (RTLS) solution combines
the power of cutting edge IoT
technologies with cost efficient
hardware to monitor and track
valuable assets and people.

Our state-of-the-art IoT web-based
solution allows industry managers
to monitor productivity of industrial
machines and make informed
decisions.

Our GPS tracking system allows
companies to monitor and optimize
their fleet with geofenced maps.

IoT Benefits

Increase Employee
Productivity
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Warehouse
With a 3D map of companies facilities,
Asset Tracker allows companies to
automatically track inventory levels,
optimize space allocation and monitor
forklift truck usage and health.

Manufacturing
The manufacturing industry has been
an early adopter of IoT solutions. IoT
solutions
help
manufacturing
companies ensure the safety and
security of their employees, keep
work areas organized and perform
routine maintenance.

Healthcare
Asset
tracker
solution
allows
healthcare facilties to monitor
valuable equipment, staff, and
patients within the hospital. Without
an effective asset tracking solution,
asset and equipment management
becomes a guessing game.
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Fleet Management

Navitas is an IoT GPS solution that
allows companies to streamline and
optimize their fleet operations. With
Navitas, companies can properly
maintain their vehicles, monitor driver
performance, streamline operations
and increase business visibility.

Rental Equipment
Tracking movable rental equipment makes it easier for companies to
recover their assets at any time. From rental cars to rental trucks, Navitas
reduces the overall risk and costs for rental companies.

Construction
Real
time
tracking
facilitates
construction companies to overcome
equipment theft. Machinery theft such
as skid steers and excavators from
construction sites can be costly.
Tracking this equipment is essential to
recover the stolen assets.
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Manufacturing
IoT enables manufacturing companies to increase the productivity of
their industrial machinery. Our Sense4 solution can monitor industrial
machinery without compromising machines' warranty, find the root
causes of production breakdowns, and reduce maintenance and energy
costs. Sense4 facilitates companies to meet production quotas and
increase overall equipment efficiency (OEE).
Sense4 is 100% customizable to meet the unique needs of
manufacturing facilities. Sense4 add-ons include:

Temperature sensors which
automatically notify managers
if an industrial machine is
overheating.

Vibration sensors that indicate
if an industrial machine is off
balance.

Electrical/Mechanical
balancing sensors to monitor
power quality and power states
on any piece of equipment.
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